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Abstract

This paper presents some of the current capabilities of the three-dimensional piping

code SHAPS and demonstrates their usefulness In handling analyses encountered in typical

LMFBR studies. Several examples demonstrate the ut i l i ty of *he SHAPS code for problems In-

volving fluid-structure Interactions and seismic-related events occuring In three-dimensional

piping networks. Results of two studies of pressure wave propagation demonstrate the dynamic

coupling of pipes and elbows producing global motion and rigorous treatment of physical

quantities such as changes In density, pressure, and strain energy. Results of tite seismic

analysis demonstrate the capability of SHAPS to handle dynamic structural response within a

piping network over an extended transient period of several seconds. Variation in dominant

stress frequencies and global translational frequencies were easily handled with the code.

1. Introduction

An important concern In the safety analysis of LMFBR systems is the structural Integrity

of piping systems during pressure transients and seismic events. Under such conditions the

interaction of pressure pulses with different piping components (elbows, valves, pumps, heat

exchangers, etc.) and the structural response to seismic accelerations may cause plastic

deformation, and possible structural damage to the system. To safety assess the adequacy of

such a piping system, a 3-D piping code, SHAPS, has been developed and continuously Improved

at AM. [1-3] , The SHAPS code couples three-dimensional pipe elements with two-dimensional

hydrodynamics to account for fluid-structure interaction (FSI), motion of fluid due to moving

pipes, and deformation of the structure. Each pipe element Is formulated with eight degrees

of freedom per node to calculate stresses arising from internal pressurization, seismic exci-

tation, or three-dimensional flexurai motion of the piping system.

The structural capability of SHAPS was originally limited to the explicit time-

integration scheme which requires the use of small, stability-controlled time steps. Al-

though 1t has proven surprisingly efficient for dynamic problems with short solution times,

i t did preclude the application to quasf-dynamic analyses under long-duration loadings or

static problems. Presently, effort has been made to augment SHAPS oy adding an implicit-

integration scheme [4] with long-time capability so that, together, the two schemes can treat

the large variety of time scales found In LMFBR piping safety evaluations. Thus, the SHAPS

code now has the capability of analyzing piping response generated by snort- and long-
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duration accidents, such as pressure-wave transients and seismic events.

2. Fluid-Structure Interaction

The FSI capability of SHAPS 1s central to Its broad u t i l i t y . In the FS1 analysis strong

coupling between fluid and structure is achieved by enforcing the free-slip boundary condi-

tions. Also, the hydrodynanic equations are modified to Include the global pipe motion.

Such an FSI model has advantages over the 1-0 fluid-haimer characteristic method where weak

coupling Is utilized through a JouEtowsfci sound-speed treatment. I t also reduces the conser-

vatism Inherent In other conventional two-step approaches In which the FSI Is completely

Ignored and the piping response Is calculated separately from pressures supplied by a r igid-

wall hydrodynantic analysis. Dynamic reaction forces and feedback of physical quantities are

included in the analysis, eliminating the need for ar t i f ic ia l loss terms.

The interaction of pressure pulses with a system of pipes and elbows can produce a var i -

ety of stresses and motions that may result In plastic deformation or structural damage.

Since a three-dimsnsional elbow 1s an asymmetric structure, the forces transmitted to i t from

a traveling pressure wave tend to be asymmetric, resulting in a global motion of the elbow in

space. This motion, in turn, enters into the FSI calculation for the system. Several analy-

ses involving FSIs during pressure wave transients In typical LHFBR piping systens have re-

cently been performed to analyze the effects of piping notion on the fluid transient.

2.1 FSI Analysis of Steam Generator U-Tubes

The f i rs t example illustrates the response of a single U-tube from a steam gener-

ator. Two SHAPS calculations were performed with 180* elbow models, a piping configuration

common to many steam-generator systems. Steam generators with U-tubes have many tubes of

varying radi i . Two U-tubes of diameters 300 cm and 100 c~, were Investigated under the load-

Ing of a triangular pressure pulse of magnitude 13.7 HPa and 4 ms duration. These calcula-

tions were Intended to test the hydrodynamic calculation of pressure waves in a curved pipe,

the fluid-structure Interaction, stress calculations in a multi-zone elbow model, and the

global response of the piping system.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of a steam generator with internal U-tubes and a schematic

of the SHAPS models. The piping 1s modeled with elastic-plastic properties and Is capable of

exhibiting three-dimensional global motion. The elbow regions in the large and small loops

consist of 115 and 40 elements, respectively. Results are shown only for the elbow region,

where the tubing is le f t unconstrained. The pressure pulse was introduced at the inlet loca-

tion and allowed to propagate through the 180* elbow toward the outlet. Calculations were

carried out to 24.2 ms, at which time the pressure pulse has propagated past the elbow re-

gion.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of both elbow regions at t = 0 and t = 24.2 ms. In Doth

cases the response was elastic (note that the displacements in the figure have been magnified

by a factor of 50). The global motion of the larger elbow is slower and has not yet recov-

ered from the in i t ia l displacement 1n the negative X direction, as has the smaller elbow.

Figure 3 shows the circumferential stress in the tubing at the midpoint of the 180* elbow for

both cases. The pressure wave in the f luid, entering at the inlet , not only transmitted dy-

namic stresses to the tubes, but also set up a global motion of the entire elbow In the plane

of the U-bend. Note that the smaller loop shows a higher frequency of response, as expected.
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Of particular concern in these SHAPS calculations Is the pressure propagation

around a curved elbow consisting of many separate calculational zones. In these particular

cases the response was elastic, so the in i t ia l pressure pulse amplitude was not truncated to

plastic strain. There was, however, a maximum attenuation of approximately 13S in the large

elbow attributable to global rot-fen.

2.2 FSI in a 3-D Piping System

This model Is presented to Il lustrate the three-dimensional coupling of the f luid-

structure interaction involving plastic deformation, as well as the contribution of the

three-dimensional elbow model In transmitting a pressure pulse, and the effect of global

motion of the system. The model, shown in Fig. 4, consists of three f lu id- f i l led pipes, one

lying along each translationai axis, connected by two elbows. The pipes have an OD of 61.4

cm and the total length equals 16.4 m. The eight degrees of freedom at the two ends of the

system are fixed In space; otherwise the piping system Is unsupported. The mathematical

SHAPS model consists of 30 structural nodes, and a fluid mesh of 29 axial zones by two radial

zones. A pressure pulse of 10 MPa maximum pressure is input at pipe 1 . The far end of pipe

3 is f i tted with a non-reflecting boundary to enable the pressure pulse to pass through the

system once, without any reflective Interactions.

The global motion of the piping system is visible In Fig. 5. This figure shows the

deformed configuration of the system at two times during the transient. The relative dis-

placements have been magnified by a factor of 50 for easier observation. The system is f i r s t

displaced In the negative X direction due to the interaction of the pressure pulse with the

f i rs t elbow and then oscillates about a deformed position in the negative X direction. Maxi-

mum displacement of the system 1s reached at about 23 ms. By this time the pressure pulse

has passed through the entire system. Further motion of the structure Is due to the elastic

flexural response of the system. Figure 6 shows the global displacement history of the cen-

tral node of elbow 1 . The frequency of response to the disturbance of the pressure wave is

approximately 16 Hz. I t can also be seen, from Fig. 6, that the largest plastic deformation,

approximately 2 cm, occurs in the negative X direction.

Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of the rigorous, three-dimensional, elastic-

plastic analysis of a pressure oulse propagating through the piping system. The curves rep-

resented are the midpoints of pipes 1, 2, and 3. The In i t ia l 10 MPa pressure pulse reaches

elbow 1 with a peak pressure of 8.5 MPa due to mechanical losses in pipe 1 from translations?

motion and strain energy. The largest plastic strain, 3.41, occurs near the Inlet of pipe

1. A comparison of the curves in Fig. 7 demonstrates the effects of the FSI coupling of this

system. The reductions in amplitude and the broadening of the pulses are due to the struc-

tural losses In the pipes and elbows and the global motion of the system. The total reduc-

tion from pipe 1 to pipe 3 along the 16.4-m system was 47S.

3.. Seismic Analysis

The present implicit structural i.wdule in the SHAPS code permits the analysis of larger

piping systems for longer durations. This is especially useful in the seismic analyses of

piping systems where the seismic excitation may last for many seconds. Two approaches have

been Incorporated Into the SHAPS code. One solves the displacement and stress fields with

respect to the global coordinate system and another provides displacement and stress solu-
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tions relative to supports where acceleration histories are input. Support points can have

the same or different acceleration input along any or al l of the three translational axes.

3.1 Structural Response of 3-D Piping System to Seismic Input

A three-dimensional, f lu id- f i l led , insulated piping system subject to a one-

dimensional seismic excitation of 6 s duration 1s presented to demonstrate the complexities

In calculating the structural response of a multiple-pipe system with varying pipe lengths.

A system of three pipes and two connecting elbows was subjected to a scaled version of the El

Centro earthquake acceleration history. The model, shown In F1g. 3, consists of 30 struc-

tural nodes, has a constant OD of 61.4 cm, and a pipe-wall thickness of 1.27 cm. The system

Is supported at the endpoints {nodes 1, 30) and at node 14, where no vertical motion is a l -

lowed. The input acceleration history, shown In Fig. 9, has a maximum acceleration of

0.684 g at 3.71 s. This acceleration history was applied at the endpoints of the model in

the horizontal or global X direction.

Figure 10 shows the X-displacement of pipe 2 at node 14 relative to the endpoints

of the system, where the acceleration originate. A dominant frequency of 3.7 Hz is evi-

dent. Displacement amplitudes differ among the three pipes, the largest amplitude, 3.4 cm,

occurring at node 14 of pipe 2 since this pipe lies parallel to the direction of motion and

is farthest from the support points subject to the acceleration.

Pipes 1 and 3 l ie perpendicular to the direction of acceleration and have one end-

point fixed at the support. They are, therefore, subject to bending forces. Pipe 3 is

longer than pipe 1 and therefore responds with larger bending stresses (50 MPa vs. 28 MPa 1n

pipe 1) and a lower frequency (3.7 Hz vs. 8.2 Hz in pipe 1) . The response of these nodes is

governed not only by the dominant frequency of the piping system, but also by different modal

characteristic frequencies based on the particular pipe length and location.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 . Steam Generator Configuration and Mathematical Model: (a) Steam
Generator Showing Tube Bundle; (b) Schematic of SHAPS U-tube Models

Fig. 2 . Schematic of SHAPS Results for Larae and Small U-tubes a t t = 0 and
t = 24.2 ms

Fig. 3. Circumferential Stress at Midpoint of 180" Elbow for Large and Small
U-tubes

Fig. 4. a) Schematic of Pipe System Fixed at Both Ends; b) SHAPS Model of
3-D Piping System

Fig. 5. Global Motion of the Piping Model at Two Different Times During the
Transient

Fig. 6. Global Displacement History of the Central Structural Node at
Elbow 1

Fig. 7. Pressure History at Midpoints of Pipes 1 , 2, and 3 for the Fluid-
Structure Analysis

Fig. 8. SHAPS Model of 3-D Piping Loop with Input Acceleration Histories at
Endpoints

Fig. 9. Input Acceleration History for SHAPS Analysis

Fig. 10. Relative Displacement of the Midpoint of Pipe 2 a t Node 14
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